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WHITE PAPER DISCLAIMERS 
 
 

We are not in any way affiliated with the ShibaSwap team. We are Ryoshi 
 

 
Note that this is a whitepaper highlighting the features, benefits, and future
plans PawZone has to offer. Smart contracts, distinct parameters, deployed

application addresses, SDKs, specific protocols, and systems will be released
at a later date.

 
A step-by-step comprehensive manual of our applications informing users how

to use them will be released when our applications are closer to launch.
 

Our applications are EVM compatible in line with Shibarium.
 

No VC has been involved. Everything has been funded entirely by the team.
We could have VC’s by sending them a large allocation like most other

projects, but we believe in the true incentive behind the blockchain which is
the ability to put the power in the right hands, not the wealthy.

 
 



Why the Shibarium Network?
The Shibarium Network is the network for the Shiba Inu ecosystem and offers a
much cheaper alternative to the Ethereum Network. Given a faithful community
as well as an effective layer 2 solution, the popularity of a marketplace and
gaming guild seems inevitable.

Wen Shibarium?
Shibarium is expected to be released sometime this year. Updates are
expected to come soon.
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Welcome to PawZone.
 
 

PawZone serves as the gateway to our forthcoming applications tailored for the Shiba Inu
ecosystem. As Shiba Inu develops a layer 2 solution to empower a thriving dApp
ecosystem, the need for an NFT marketplace and a blockchain gaming guild within the
Shibarium Network becomes increasingly evident. These foundational components will
complement and strengthen the network's infrastructure, facilitating enhanced
opportunities for Shiba Inu participants.

A robust NFT marketplace is essential for asset trading among collectors, investors, and
creators. As NFTs continue their path towards mainstream adoption, Pawzaar strives to
establish itself as the premier secondary marketplace within the Shibarium Network,
setting the standard for NFT transactions and engagement.
 

Shiba Inu is making significant strides in the gaming sector, particularly with the
development of the Shiba Inu metaverse project. Therefore, the establishment of Shiba
Inu GG, a gaming guild prioritizing the well-being of the ShibArmy, is imperative within
the ecosystem.

PawZone strategically enhances the Shiba Inu ecosystem by introducing impactful utilities
and burning capabilities, driving millions of transactions and fostering network activity.
Moreover, Pawzaar and the Shiba Inu Gaming Guild significantly broaden the use cases
for Shiba Inu tokens, unlocking new opportunities for token holders. Ultimately, the
utmost priority remains to consistently benefit the Shiba Inu ecosystem in every endeavor.

The significance of having a team of this caliber behind PawZone cannot be emphasized
enough. It is truly invaluable to have a dedicated and highly skilled team tirelessly striving
to create the best applications of their kind. Without such a team, none of these
remarkable achievements would be within reach.

So without any further ado, let's dive deep into PawZone.
 



Brand messaging
 

PawZone
 
 

Mission Statement
 

Empowering generational wealth creation while bridging the Shiba Inu
community with the NFT & play-to-earn space. 

 
 

Vision Statement
 

To cultivate a joyful and fulfilling experience of financial growth by
leveraging applications that prioritize individuals' intrinsic value.

 
Slogan

 
Building Wealth, Uniting Communities, Shaping the Future

BUSINESS MODEL
 

 
A civilization is nothing without the community that surrounds it.
Building utility for the Shiba Inu ecosystem will always be the top

priority of PawZone.



Our objective is to create lasting generational wealth by fostering a strong sense of
community and collaboration between Shiba Inu enthusiasts and the broader NFT
and play-to-earn ecosystem.

We strive to offer unparalleled opportunities for financial growth and
independence, leveraging the potential of emerging technologies. By connecting
the Shiba Inu community with the dynamic world of NFTs and play-to-earn
initiatives, we aim to bridge the gap and unlock new avenues for prosperity.

Through our dedication to excellence, transparency, and inclusivity, we provide
reliable and user-friendly applications that enable individuals to participate
actively in utilities our platforms offer. We are dedicated to democratizing access
to wealth-building opportunities, ensuring that our applications remain open,
accessible, and supportive to all who wish to explore and thrive in the Shiba Inu,
NFT, and play-to-earn space.

Our commitment extends beyond financial success. We prioritize education,
providing resources and guidance to help individuals navigate the complex
landscape of NFTs and play-to-earn opportunities. By providing our community
with the necessary knowledge and tools, we strive to create a sustainable and
inclusive ecosystem that benefits individuals from all walks of life.

Join us on this transformative journey as we bridge communities to unlock the full
potential of the Shiba Inu ecosystem within the exciting world of NFTs and play-to-
earn initiatives.

PAWZONE OBJECTIVE 
 



A community that stands up for one another and helps them achieve the same
fortunes are deemed for success. There exists no stronger community in the crypto
space and. We are all Ryoshi. 

With fierce determination and unwavering loyalty, the Pawfighters stand as a
mighty force, guarding the ShibArmy against the looming threat of Shadowcats,
and igniting within their hearts the flames of creativity and innovation, inspiring
them to shape their ecosystem as they see fit.

In the darkest hour of the night,
 

When shadows loom and hope takes flight,
 

A flicker of light breaks the fright,
 

And shows the way to a new height.

Shibarium will pave the way for endless possibilities in expanding the Shiba
Inu ecosystem and we will be one of the first to venture in this frontier.

PAWFIGHTERS 





Brand messaging
 

Pawzaar
 
 

Mission Statement
 

Placing the utmost importance on artists and users through
transparency, the lowest transaction fees, customer support, and

innovative features for both the NFT community and Shiba Inu
ecosystem.

 
 

Vision Statement
 

To create a new standard around customer centricity in the world of
NFT marketplaces through trust.  

 
Slogan

 
Serving Artists and Empowering Collectors

BUSINESS MODEL
 

 
Empowering Artists. Engaging Community. Redefining NFT

Marketplace Excellence. Trust our platform to prioritize artists and users
with transparency, low fees, robust support, and innovative features,
setting a new standard for customer centricity in the NFT community

and Shiba Inu ecosystem.



Pawzaar is the first NFT marketplace built for the Shiba Inu ecosystem and
designed to be fully operable with the Shibarium network. It offers users the ability
to buy, sell, trade, and lend out NFTs, providing a smooth experience with low gas
fees and quick transaction speeds. Pawzaar introduces a deflationary mechanism
for $SHIB, where a portion of every transaction fee is reserved and sent to the
$SHIB burn address. We aim to become the primary NFT marketplace for the
Shibarium Network.

Pawzaar is not a fork and contains an addicting UI/UX built from the ground up.
PawZone offers the best royalty rates for NFT developers (up to 10%) and the
lowest fees for the users (1.8%).

Our marketplace will accept several currencies and even NFTs as a means of
purchase. Furthermore, a percentage of EVERY transaction will be sent to the
$SHIB burn address. Pay with any available currency to purchase or lend NFTs that
will then be swapped for the token requested by the seller. 

Main Functionalities

Buy and Sell NFTs: Users can buy and sell NFTs using different currencies. They can
make transactions with $PAW, $ETH, $USDC, $SHIB, or $SHI (once the stable
coin is released) and purchase NFTs that will be swapped for $SHIB. Sellers can
only list their NFTs for $SHIB.

Trade NFTs: Pawzaar introduces the unique feature of trading NFTs for other NFTs,
similar to how assets are traded in MMORPGs. Users can propose a trade to
another seller, who can then accept or decline the offer.

Lend Out NFTs: We allows users to lend or rent out their NFTs, providing temporary
access to the utility or gaming features of a collection. Users can list their NFTs for
lending, subject to the standards set by the DAO. Lenders can only list for $PAW.

Deflationary Mechanic: Pawzaar incorporates a deflationary mechanic by sending a
portion of every transaction to the $SHIB burn address. This ensures a continuous
reduction in the supply of $SHIB tokens.

PAWZAAR
 

 



 
TRANSACTION FEES

Pawzaar contains some of the lowest transaction fees at 1.8%
(0.5% goes to the $SHIB burn address, 0.3% goes to the treasury,
and the remaining 1% gets redistributed amongst the community).
Unlike most other marketplaces, the team does not pocket a single

penny in fees. More specifically, Pawzaar redistributes all the
potential profits made from transaction fees. 

 
 

TRADING REWARDS
8% of the total token supply is reserved for those who transact on
Pawzaar. Rewards will be issued weekly to users depending on

the amount of active participation. Distributions will be relative to
the amount in sales or purchases that had been made that week.
This process will keep occurring as a percentage of transaction

fees will be set aside for Pawzaar trading rewards.
 

Creators will receive an initial bonus for selling their NFTs within the first 2 months. 
 
 

$SHIB BURNS
As previously stated, 0.5% of every transaction fee on Pawzaar will

be burned. Additionally, when you list an NFT that you have
purchased or created, you can manually decide what percentage
of the proceeds from the sale will be allocated to the $SHIB burn

address. This enables NFT sellers to actively participate in
reducing the token supply and contributing to the ongoing burns,

further increasing the scarcity of $SHIB tokens within the
ecosystem.

 



INNOVATION

AUTO-CONVERTING TRANSACTIONS
We have placed innovation at the forefront with the ability to auto-convert your currencies. Let’s
say you would like to buy NFTs with $ETH but the seller is requesting to pay in $SHIB. Thanks to
the power of auto-converting transactions, you can now use your $ETH to make the purchase
and it will then automatically convert to $SHIB. In other words, if people used their $ETH to
purchase an NFT, it would be no different than converting your $ETH for $SHIB which will
increase the price of $SHIB.

Sellers can only list their NFTs for sale in $SHIB. This means that you cannot list your NFTs for
Ethereum and USDC; you can only purchase NFTs with them. As a result, people will end up
swapping their Ethereum and USDC for the Shiba Inu tokens which would be beneficial for the
ecosystem. Just like other networks, their marketplaces use their native currencies. This is why
once we end up on Shibarium, it only makes sense to limit purchasable currencies to the Shiba
Inu tokens. But maybe it is not necessary to do so and there is room for the other currencies as
well)

TRADING NFT(S) FOR NFT(S)
We would also like to introduce you all to the concept of trading NFT(s) for NFT(s). Just like how
many MMORPGs handle trading assets, we will be implementing the same concept for NFTs. If
you want to trade your NFT(s) for someone else’s, you can provide them with the offer and the
seller can either choose to accept the deal or not. In other words, there is a mutual agreement
before the transaction can be made.

RENT NFTs
Pawzaar will allow members to lend or rent NFTs for a fixed period. Whether it be for metaverse
items or temporary access to the utility a collection provides, users can now let others borrow
their assets for a fee they determine.

Here’s how it would work: Lenders set a rental price and time along with a collateral amount for
every NFT they list. When the renter agrees to pay the rental fee on top of the collateral amount,
the NFT is sent to their wallet while the collateral is stored in the PawZone Safe. Once the rental
time is over, the borrower will have 3 days to press the “return asset” button and will in turn
receive their collateral back. If they fail to do so, the owner will have the right to keep the
collateral amount.

In a world where metaverses are mainstream experiences, renting will be a necessity. Whether
you want to borrow items like clothing, vehicles, or gain access to exclusive experiences, renting
will be a highly requested functionality. We want to be innovators in the crypto space as a whole
and we feel as though this feature has not yet been perfected. We believe we have a method that
will be replicated as the standard for renting NFTs.

NFT rental fees along with the collateral amounts can only be in PAW.



CREATE YOUR OWN NFTs
 

Users will be able to create their own NFTs and sell them on their store page. We
will also contain a launchpad for projects to help members create a collection
that will then be minted directly on the Pawzaar platform. We will start things off
with our very own NFT collection filled with perks in the marketplace and 100% of
the net profit from the mint will be sent to the $SHIB burn address. We have
established several partnerships for future collections that will be announced
later on.

There will be the ability for users to effortlessly bulk mint their entire NFT
collection directly from our platform. Recognizing the need for a streamlined and
efficient process, we have developed a groundbreaking solution that simplifies
the minting process, saving users valuable time and effort. By leveraging our
intuitive interface and advanced minting tools, individuals can upload and mint
multiple NFTs in a single batch, eliminating the tedious task of minting them one
by one. This not only enhances the user experience but also enables creators,
artists, and collectors to rapidly showcase their entire collection on our platform,
maximizing efficiency and fulfilling simplicity.

Users will be able to create and showcase their own customizable marketplace
NFT storefronts, seamlessly integrated within their profile pages. Pawzaar allows
individuals to take full control of their creative endeavors. By leveraging our
cutting-edge tools and technologies, users can curate and exhibit their unique
NFT collections, establishing a direct connection with a global community of art
enthusiasts, collectors, and investors.

We made the interface very straightforward to make the creation process as fluid
as possible.



PLATFORM OVERVIEW

LIBRARY
The user's library on our NFT marketplace offers a personalized and organized space for users to
showcase their NFT collection. Each account has the option to set up a profile image and include
their social media links. The profile library allows users to display all the NFTs they own or have
created. Users can effortlessly monitor their activity, including listings and NFTs they’ve
favorited, ensuring they have a clear overview of their interactions within the marketplace. This
page lets users navigate and manage their NFT portfolio with ease.

COLLECTION STORE PAGE
The store page of a particular collection is where users can browse NFTs on the market. Each
store page includes a detailed description of the collection, allowing users to gain a deeper
understanding of its theme and concept. Users can access information such as the social media
links associated with the collection, the creation date, the creator's username, the total number
of items available, the floor price indicating the lowest listed price, the total volume of
transactions, and the number of unique owners who possess items from the collection.
Furthermore, we provide an analytics page dedicated to each collection detailing useful
information that educates the user.

EXPLORE AND STATS
The explore page lets users navigate through various categories such as art, gaming, or music to
discover NFTs that align with their preferences and see what’s trending. Additionally, users can
explore the top collections with the stats page, gaining insights into the most popular and highly
sought-after NFTs in the market. Moreover, users can explore other users' profiles, gaining
inspiration and discovering new collections based on what other enthusiasts hold.

COMPLEX ANALYTICS
Our marketplace is equipped with a robust set of tools and analytics designed to empower NFT
collectors with valuable insights. From individual project details to the broader NFT market
trends, our platform enables users to access critical information effortlessly. Through intuitive
charts and data, users can closely monitor key metrics such as sales volume and average sale
price for specific NFT collections. Furthermore, we provide comprehensive analytics
encompassing the entirety of Pawzaar, allowing users to gain a holistic understanding of the
platform's performance. With an emphasis on user experience, our platform presents this wealth
of information in a clear and organized manner, ensuring users can navigate and utilize the data
effectively.

LISTING NFTs
For purchased NFTs, you can set the desired price, specify the duration of the listing, and even
determine the percentage of the sale that will be burned, contributing to the sustainability and
growth of the ecosystem. 

If you're listing an NFT that you created, you can choose the supply of your NFT, give it a unique
name, and provide a description that highlights its features, and input social media links. You are
then given the option to select the appropriate collection you would like the NFT to be a part of.
Furthermore, our platform supports the inclusion of properties, levels, and stats, enabling you to
add layers of depth to your NFT, enhancing its overall value and desirability. The same factors
apply when bulk minting an entire collection as opposed to a single NFT.



NFT LAYOUTS
Users can choose from three distinct layouts for displaying their NFTs: default, large, and list. The
default layout presents NFTs in a balanced and visually appealing format, providing an intuitive
browsing experience. For those seeking a more immersive view, the large layout showcases NFTs
in a prominent and visually striking manner, allowing users to appreciate the intricate details. On
the other hand, the list layout offers a concise and streamlined presentation, ideal for users who
prefer a comprehensive overview of a collection. With these diverse layout options, users can
personalize their viewing experience and explore NFTs in the most engaging and convenient way
that suits their preferences.

PROPERTIES
The majority of NFTs possess a distinct set of traits that define its individuality, whether it's the
eyes, land, sound, or other defining characteristics. These traits allow collectors to curate a
diverse collection tailored to their preferences. From rare traits that enhance value and
desirability to dynamic traits that bring motion and interactivity, NFT traits elevate the experience
of owning and trading these digital assets. By utilizing trait-based filtering, you can easily narrow
down your search and display only the NFTs that possess the specific traits you desire.

FILTERS AND ORDERING
Pawzaar allows you to filter and determine an ordering preference which enhances the browsing
experience for users. With the ability to filter collections and access a variety of ordering options,
users can easily customize their search to find exactly what they're looking for. Located on the
left side of numerous pages, the filter options provide a convenient way to refine search results
based on specific criteria. And when users want to reset their filters and broaden their search,
they can simply click on the "Clear filters" button.

VERIFIED COLLECTIONS
We have implemented a verification system that distinguishes collections by a checkmark,
signifying their legitimacy. After creators apply for verification, we will see if the project meets
the conditions. To be eligible for verification, a project must demonstrate a minimum total trading
volume of at least 15,000,000,000 SHIB. We will check to see that the NFTs have accurate
metadata. This rigorous criterion ensures that only established and reputable projects receive the
coveted verification status, providing users with added confidence and assurance when
engaging with these collections.

SPOTLIGHT
Pawzaar offers a distinctive spotlight feature that showcases NFTs on our front page. This
provides artists with increased visibility and recognition within our community of collectors. We
will carefully curate and decide which artworks will be featured, ensuring that only the most
noteworthy pieces receive this placement. By highlighting these creations, we aim to promote
talent, inspire creativity, and connect creators with a broader audience of passionate collectors
who appreciate their work.



P R I O R I T I E S

PREVENTING WASH TRADING
At our NFT marketplace, we are committed to maintaining a fair trading

environment by implementing measures to mitigate wash trading. Wash trading
refers to the practice of artificially inflating trading volume by buying and selling

assets among individuals or entities to create a false impression of market activity.
To address this issue, we have implemented robust monitoring systems and
algorithms that can detect suspicious trading patterns and identify potential

instances of wash trading. By promoting integrity and discouraging wash trading,
we aim to foster a healthy marketplace where genuine trading activities are

rewarded and the overall ecosystem thrives.
 
 
 

SECURITY
Security is of utmost importance for an NFT marketplace, as it involves the trading
and ownership of valuable digital assets. Conducting a thorough audit is a critical

step to ensure the platform's robustness and resilience against potential
vulnerabilities or exploits. By performing an audit, the marketplace can identify and

address any security weaknesses, establish trust with its users, and provide a
secure environment for the buying, selling, and storing of NFTs. An audit serves as
a validation of the platform's security measures, demonstrating a commitment to

protecting users' assets and fostering a safe marketplace ecosystem.
 
 
 

SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
We value our users and artists which is why customer support is a top priority of
ours at Pawzaar. Your questions will be answered. It is important to note that we
will be advancing customer support to offer something of unmatched quality and
we wish for the DAO to make important decisions when it comes to building the

perfect customer support methods.



FEATURES
Pawzaar is jam packed with features to make the user experience as enjoyable and efficient as possible.

NFT BRIDGE
With the upcoming network comes the need to bridge all Shiba Inu-related collections. You will
be able to bridge your NFTs from Ethereum to Shibarium. NFT bridging will enable users to bring
their Shiboshi, Welly Friend, Shib Yard, and all other NFTs onto the Shibarium network. This
feature serves as a vital tool for the upcoming SHIB metaverse project, providing users with the
means to integrate and utilize their NFT assets into the Shibarium ecosystem.

LAUNCHPAD
Our NFT marketplace offers a dedicated launchpad where projects can receive help with
funding, marketing, and preparation in order to launch their unique NFT collections. As part of
our commitment to supporting and fostering the growth of the Shiba Inu ecosystem, a
percentage of earnings from NFT projects minting on our launchpad will be converted into
$LEASH and sent to the burn address. This mechanism not only helps drive the value of $LEASH
but also contributes to the overall sustainability and longevity of our platform. By providing a
launchpad for NFT projects, we aim to provide creators with all the necessities to showcase their
art and creativity to a wide audience of enthusiasts.

SHIBARIUM NFT CALENDAR
A comprehensive and user-friendly platform that keeps you up to date with all the upcoming NFT
collections within the Shibarium network. Our calendar provides a centralized hub where
enthusiasts and collectors can access information about the release dates, artist collaborations,
and unique features of each upcoming collection. You will be able to stay ahead of the game by
setting reminders, exploring previews, and planning your acquisition strategy for the latest
Shibarium NFT drops. With the Shibarium NFT Calendar, you'll never miss an opportunity to own
remarkable artworks and collectibles within the Shiba Inu community.



RARITY TRACKER 
Our rarity tracker will provide invaluable insights into the scarcity and uniqueness of NFTs within
a specific collection. These tools enable collectors and investors to assess the relative rarity of
different traits, attributes, or combinations thereof, allowing them to make informed decisions
based on rarity data. By utilizing rarity trackers, users can identify rare and highly sought-after
NFTs, enhancing their overall experience in navigating the marketplace and building their
collections.

SALES TRACKER
There will be a sales tracker feature that allows users to stay informed about the sales of their
favorite projects. By simply pressing the designated button within each project, users can opt to
receive notifications whenever a sale occurs. This real-time tracking capability allows collectors
and enthusiasts to stay updated on the market activity of specific projects of interest. 

Furthermore, users have the option to customize their notifications by filtering them based on
specific price points, ensuring that they receive updates on sales that align with their
preferences. With our sales tracker feature, users can effortlessly monitor the sales dynamics of
their preferred projects.

ADDING FUNDS USING THIRD-PARTY PLATFORM
If you do not have funds in the wallet you currently hold or wish to hold another token, there will
be the ability to purchase any of the accepted currencies using a third party application that is
Shibarium-compatible. There will also be an option to purchase more on ShibaSwap directly on
our platform.

AR/VR CAPABILITIES
We go beyond the ordinary by embracing the future of digital art and innovation. Our sights are
set on the forefront of technological advancements. With AR/VR NFT capabilities, we aim to
unlock a world of endless possibilities and push the boundaries of creativity, recognizing the
immense potential that AR/VR NFTs hold in shaping the future of the NFT space. By embracing
this emerging technology early on, we are paving the way for groundbreaking experiences and
revolutionizing the NFT landscape.



CONCLUSION
Pawzaar is poised to become the leading NFT marketplace for the Shiba Inu
ecosystem, offering a range of innovative features and functionalities. Users will
buy, sell, trade, and lend out NFTs with low gas fees and quick transaction speeds.
We introduced a deflationary mechanism for $SHIB, burning a portion of every
transaction fee and reducing the token supply over time. Pawzaar's addicting
UI/UX, along with the best royalty rates for NFT developers and the lowest fees for
users, ensures a user-friendly and cost-effective experience. The platform supports
multiple currencies, including $SHIB, $LEASH, $BONE, $PAW, $ETH, $USDC,
and $SHI (coming soon). Our platform offers innovative features that will
revolutionize the NFT space like auto-converting transactions and NFT trades. By
prioritizing user rewards and preventing wash trading, we strive to foster a fair and
thriving NFT platform.

INTAKE FORM
 

Artists that would like to end up on our launchpad or be sponsored on
our marketplace with a spotlight will have the opportunity to apply by

filling out our intake form coming soon.





CHANGING LIVES ONE GAME AT A TIME
Getting paid to play video games is the dream that seems too good to be
true. Yet it has become a reality and is already changing the economies of
people in SouthEast Asian countries. We've seen the Philippines flourish

thanks to the likes of play to earn games such as Axie Infinity.
 
 

SHIBA INU GETTING READY
The Shiba Inu ecosystem is prepping up early towards the play to earn

gaming revolution. Other than the Shiba Inu Eternity game that has
recently been released, the Shiba Inu team is working alongside Marcie
and The Third Floor to create the upcoming Shiba Metaverse project.



Blockchain guilds today are unpolished and the user experience feels more like
you're searching through a forest without a clear-cut guide. The process of
becoming a scholar and actually getting to use assets is very complicated. There is
nothing appealing about the user interface and nothing to keep you engaged. We
aim to fix all these issues and bring innovation at the forefront. We will create a
polished platform that makes the onboarding process simple and intuitive.
Moreover, we want to ensure that the guild experience is fun and addicting.

Shiba Inu Gaming Guild will give you passage to assets from a large variety of
blockchain games that have a high barrier to entry without paying a dime and the
member keeps most of the earnings in return. Sounds great, right? Moreover, all
our in-game assets will be chosen by the DAO. 

Guild Members
To become a guild member, you must acquire a free badge from Pawzaar, with the
only requirement being payment of the gas fees for the transaction. Upon joining,
you will have the option to select from various factions, but please note that your
choice of faction cannot be altered later, so choose wisely.

As a member of the guild, you will gain access to exclusive opportunities typically
reserved for Scholars, distinguishing us from other guilds. Any guild member has
the ability to rent assets but must provide the necessary collateral in order to do so.
Moreover, all guild members are able to participate in Shiba Inu GG events.

Scholarship Programs
To access assets without collateral, aspiring individuals must first join the Shiba Inu
GG Scholarship Program. These programs, offered by guilds, serve as a means to
enhance their talent pool, promote their brand, and contribute to the growth of the
gaming community.

Interested candidates are required to apply for the scholarship program by
submitting an application that details their gaming experience, achievements,
skills, and relevant portfolio or work samples. The guild or a designated committee
then reviews the applications and selects recipients based on specific criteria,
such as skill level, dedication, and potential.

SHIBA INU GG



Recipients gain access to coaching sessions, workshops, or training programs
facilitated by experienced gamers or industry professionals within the guild. They
also have the opportunity to connect with notable gamers, industry experts, and
fellow Scholar recipients. Attendance at conferences or gaming conventions and
the showcasing of their achievements through Shiba Inu GG will elevate their
visibility within the crypto gaming community.

By participating in the scholarship program, individuals can establish a solid
foundation for pursuing a career in the industry. Scholarship applications will be
released soon.

PawZone Guild Agents
Anyone can become a Guild Agent. Agents are responsible for recruiting and
training new players. Under our scholarship model, Guild Agents will receive a
fixed commission of 20% based on what every member they recruited makes on the
platform. The submission process will be simplified and straightforward to maintain
ease of use. The more members you are able to recruit, the more you can
potentially earn passively.

Play-to-earn gaming is the future of gaming and it’s better to be involved sooner
than later. We are early in its adoption and there is still so much room for
innovation. With an established team with years of experience in the field, we are
destined to become an influential player in web3. There are an increasing number
of guilds being developed and we want to make sure the Shiba Inu community
joins us before putting in numerous hours elsewhere. Choosing a guild is a big
commitment and leaving one to join another would be daunting. Shiba Inu GG will
have a lot more to offer than what has come before it and will stand the test of
time. Moreover, it will be the first guild truly built for the Shiba Inu community and
blockchain gamers alike.

Something to take into consideration is that guilds cannot operate solely on the
Shibarium network since play-to-earn games and metaverses will be on multiple
networks. While it is easy to expect some of the greatest play-to-earn games on
Shibarium, there will also be assets from games on Ethereum which do not have
cheap transaction fees or other networks like Solana that will need to be converted
to PAW and then bridged over to the Shibarium network. This is why a part of what
the guild earns will be devoted to transaction costs.



Members will start off earning 60% of the profits but are eligible to receive up to 80% of what
they earn using the assets they borrow depending on the level they are on. The higher the
level, the more $PAW you are rewarded for completing tasks. However, you must pay
in $PAW to level up which is then sent to the burn address. 
The manager collects a fixed 20% of the profits.
Shiba Inu GG collects at most 20% of the profits the scholars generated using our assets. We
do not earn anything for scholars at the highest levels. Of the 20% potential profit, it is then
distributed further as follows:

20% is converted to either $PAW or $SHIB before being sent to the guild rewards pool
for further reward distribution to those completing our tasks or faction tounaments
20% is distributed to the team and the funding of transaction costs
20% is sent to the treasury
20% will be converted to $PAW and saved to reward those keeping their unclaimed
rewards on PawFi
20% is converted into $SHIB and sent to the $SHIB burn address

You will earn a token of unmatched utility when contributing your mighty
skills and efforts towards the good of the guild. We offer you passage to
assets from a large variety of blockchain games.

All earnings obtained using various blockchain games are converted to PAW (except for what
Shiba Inu GG collects) and distributed as follows:



Leveling System
Our guild incorporates a leveling system that offers increased earnings based on
your level. As you advance through the 60 levels, your rewards for contributions
will increase accordingly. To progress to higher levels, you will utilize $PAW, which
can be acquired by borrowing assets within the guild to earn money from the
blockchain games you are playing. 

Individuals who achieve level 25 will receive a new profile icon frame, badge, and
title. You will be able to claim an exclusive NFT that possess utilities that will be
unveiled in the future, including additional in-guild tasks that lead to even more
rewards.

Upon reaching level 60, participants will be honored as Legends and will be
bestowed with distinctive rewards. As a Legend, you will receive a unique NFT that
grants access to the Legends room. You will be granted the legendary profile icon,
badge, and title. As a Legend, you will be entitled to retain 80% of your
contributions to the guild from the blockchain games you complete using our
assets for free.

It is important to note that there is no pay-to-win structure in terms of competitive
advantage and is solely in terms of how much a member will earn. This is a similar
structure to launchpads and the amount of allocation you receive depends on how
much of their native token is staked. However, it will be designed so that you will
have the sufficient amount of $PAW by the time you are ready to move on to the
next level had you not sold the $PAW you earned. The $PAW spent to level up will
then be sent to the $PAW burn address.

In-Guild Tasks
Unlock exciting opportunities by actively participating in daily and weekly in-guild
tasks, which allow you to earn valuable $PAW. These tasks operate independently
from the earnings you receive within the blockchain games, offering an additional
stream of rewards. The best part is that you get to keep 100% of what you collect,
maximizing your earnings and boosting your overall progress. By diligently
completing these in-guild tasks, you pave the way for increased financial gains and
enhance your gaming experience within the guild ecosystem.



Season Passes
Shiba Inu GG will feature season passes that offer a plethora of enticing rewards as
you navigate through the various tiers. In order to progress, you must engage in
gameplay using the guild's assets. To participate, all season pass purchases will be
conducted in $ETH ($SHI once it is released). 30% of the funds will be converted
to $PAW, while another 30% will be converted to $SHIB before they are sent to the
burn address. The remaining 40% will be allocated to cover the funding and
creation costs of the season pass.

Some rewards as you progress through the season pass can be expected to include
cosmetics, whitelists, assets, PAW, SHIB, LEASH, and BONE as rewards.
Additionally, you will have the opportunity to receive distinctive icon frames,
badges, and titles, elevating your presence within the guild community. 

We want the community to embrace the thrilling progression of the season pass,
where each moment of gameplay brings you closer to a multitude of coveted
rewards and a heightened gaming experience.



Factions
Embrace the excitement of factional rivalry within our crypto gaming guild,
reminiscent of renowned institutions like Hogwarts. Upon joining the guild, you will
be randomly assigned to one of several factions. These factions will engage in
thrilling tournaments and engage in a race to complete the most Shiba Inu GG
objectives, with the victorious faction claiming an enticing prize.

Each faction represents a unique community within the guild, offering camaraderie,
competition, and a sense of belonging. As you immerse yourself in the world of
crypto gaming, your faction becomes a source of support and motivation. Engage
in strategic collaborations with fellow faction members, pooling your skills and
expertise to outperform rival factions. Whether it's battling it out in intense
tournaments or relentlessly pursuing the completion of Shiba Inu GG objectives,
your faction's success brings both individual and collective glory. Prepare for the
exhilarating journey that awaits you as you navigate the faction system, forging
alliances, competing fiercely, and vying for the coveted rewards that await the
victorious faction.

Assets
There will be  a diverse collection of assets sourced from a wide variety of play-to-
earn games carefully selected by the PAWDAO. In our unwavering commitment to
transparency, we have developed an assets page that provides comprehensive
information about the assets held by the guild. This page offers a detailed overview
of each asset, accompanied by relevant data showcasing the guild's earnings, as
well as the total earnings generated by the community.

By visiting the assets page, guild members and stakeholders gain access to a
comprehensive snapshot of the guild's asset portfolio. This includes a
comprehensive list of all the different assets held by the guild, accompanied by key
performance indicators that highlight the financial gains derived from each asset.
Clarity empowers our community by allowing them to track the profitability of
specific assets and make informed decisions.

Profile Page
The profile page within our crypto gaming guild offers a comprehensive breakdown
of your total contributions and the number of hours spent playing each individual
game. It serves as a detailed record of your gaming journey, providing insights into
your active involvement within the guild. Additionally, the profile page allows you
to search other accounts, letting you explore the contributions made by other guild 



members and the specific games they have been engaged in. This feature fosters a
sense of community, empowering guild members to gain a deeper understanding
of their own progress as well as the achievements of their peers. Embrace the
profile page as a valuable tool to track and showcase your contributions, while also
encouraging a culture of shared experiences within Shiba Inu GG.

SubDAOs 
We will employ subDAOs as a means to grant the community decision-making
authority pertaining to individual games and genres. This decentralized approach
draws inspiration from large conglomerates that allocate separate business units to
maintain autonomy and cater to specific interests. By implementing subDAOs, our
guild aims to bring together communities with shared interests while also
prioritizing security. This structure ensures that if a security breach occurs in one
game, all other assets in Shiba Inu GG remain unaffected and safeguarded.

Moreover, the subDAO framework offers a more focused approach, catering to the
needs and preferences of guild members who are committed to specific games.
Each SubDAO is equipped with dedicated forums, providing a designated space
for meaningful discussions and communication pertaining to particular games. This
focused environment fosters a sense of community, allowing passionate gamers to
connect, exchange insights, write reviews, ask questions, and collaborate on
strategies, ensuring a more enriching gaming experience within the guild.

We want our users to seize the power of subDAOs as a mechanism for community
empowerment, security, and focused collaboration, providing a platform. A place
where like-minded gamers can thrive, communicate, and make meaningful
contributions within their preferred games.



E-SPORTS

E-Sports has become a phenomenon in the gaming world and it is only a matter of time before
we begin to witness notorious teams entering the web3 space in the masses. Tournaments are
already prevalent in play to earn with incredibly talented players initiating the inevitable
movement. 

Beyond Shiba Inu Gaming Guild making blockchain games accessible to all players while
building a community of gamers, Shiba Inu GG will be forming eSports teams for upcoming
blockchain gaming competitions. Our teams will actively participate in tournaments to showcase
their skills and compete against other teams. Shiba Inu GG will register for events, organize
travel arrangements, and adhere to tournament rules..

Every team must establish a hierarchical structure with designated roles and responsibilities.
They will develop practice schedules, strategize game plans, and analyze gameplay footage to
improve individual skills and team coordination to refine their overall performance. We want to
foster a positive team culture to ensure a healthy and productive environment. This includes
team-building activities, fostering camaraderie, addressing conflicts, and providing support to
players. Positive team dynamics contribute to better performance and overall team cohesion.

We will seek sponsorships to secure financial resources with the help of sponsors who provide
additional resources and equipment in exchange for brand exposure. We will also form
partnerships with brands, both within and outside the gaming industry, to expand our reach and
access additional resources.

The development of the Shiba Inu GG brand identity will encompass a wide array of merchandise
like logos, team jerseys, hats, mousepads, along with a strong social media presence. We will
produce high-quality content to entertain and educate our fanbase. This includes creating
videos, live streams, podcasts, and articles that feature gameplay highlights, tutorials, player
profiles, and team updates. By consistently delivering valuable content, we will establish
ourselves as authorities in the blockchain esports industry and attract a dedicated following.

Contracts with players will be established that outline terms and conditions regarding player
salaries, benefits, sponsorship agreements, and team obligations. As per contract, we will cover
various expenses, including tournament entry fees, gaming equipment, merchandise, coaching
or mentorship, travel costs, or even a stipend to assist with living expenses. Applications will be
released soon. 



PAW
Unleashing the Pawer for a Decentralized Future



HOW TO BUY PAW
 

Token Address: 0x1AA51bc7eb181ce48CE626Bf62f8956Fa9555136

MAKE SURE TO CHECK THE TOKEN ADDRESS AND CONFIRM WE ARE LISTED ON THE EXCHANGE YOU
WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE FROM BEFORE TRANSACTING

DEX

CEXs



Introduced back in 2021, the PAW token puts all the pieces together.

A token shouldn’t be built for the sake of its existence in efforts to have others
gamble their money away at your expense. The most important factor to building a
token is making sure it serves a purpose that justifies its existence. 

So then, why $PAW? As stated previously, the main priority will always be to
provide utility for the Shiba Inu tokens. However, the reality is that there needs to
be a token to issue governance and allow members to determine the future of the
project. This is the only way to reach full decentralization after all. 

We would like to think of $PAW as an unofficially official token in the Shiba Inu
ecosystem. The major incentive of $PAW is to be the currency that fights for the
Shiba Inu ecosystem. Although the main priority for PawZone will always remain to
add utility and burns for the Shiba Inu tokens, $PAW needs to have a place in the
pack filled with utilities of its own. $PAW was developed through years of
researching other coins similar to it and diagnosing the flaws they had. From there,
we envisioned ways to alleviate those flaws. The same applies for the applications
in general.

In fact, $PAW has an immense amount of utility, since it is used in an amalgamation
of applications it will have use cases for. We are combining the use cases our token
has with an NFT marketplace, play-to-earn Gaming Guild, and DeFi platform. Most
tokens have utilities for only one of these.

We removed the deflationary aspect of the tokenomics for PAW since the burn
would just be additional tax for those trying to purchase the token. Having burn
functions built in the applications, however, would be a much better alternative.

PAW TOKEN 



TOKEN ALLOCATION
Initial Liquidity 50%
Founders – 10%
PawZone Treasury Fund - 20%
Staking, Liquidity, and Trading Rewards - 20%

1,000,000,000,000 total supply
50% has been burned

0/0% tax



PAW UTILITIES 

Governance - The $PAW token grants holders essential rights and governs our
protocols using a weighted system. The voting power of each holder is determined
by the amount of $PAW they hold, ensuring a fair decision-making process.

Purchasing Power - $PAW holds significant purchasing power within Pawzaar
and Shiba Inu GG alone. It can be used as a medium of exchange for acquiring
digital assets, leveling up in Shiba Inu GG, and other valuable offerings such as
items in our upcoming shop. We want to also encourage purchasing power from
other avenues like digital shops and exclusive events.  

Renting and Collateral Currency - The $PAW token can be used as a currency
for renting assets and as collateral within our ecosystem, providing additional utility
and flexibility to token holders.

Guild Progression - $PAW is required for leveling up within Shiba Inu GG,
granting members access to higher ranks, exclusive benefits, and inreased earning
opportunities. All $PAW used to level up is sent entirely to the burn address, thus
helping stablize the price. All profits made from play-to-earn games in Shiba Inu
GG is converted to $PAW which will positively impact the price of $PAW and 20%
of what Shiba Inu GG earns is then burned. 

DeFi Capabilities - PawFi harnesses the DeFi capabilities of the $PAW token,
enabling users to participate in decentralized finance activities such as staking and
liquidity provision, further enhancing the token's utility and potential returns.

Raffles and Exclusive Events - $PAW token holders have the opportunity to
participate in raffles and exclusive events, providing exciting chances to win
whitelist spots and engage in significant community activities. All $PAW is then
sent to the burn address, creating even more deflationary pressure.

 
By incorporating these diverse utilities, the $PAW token offers a comprehensive ecosystem that empowers holders,

stimulates engagement, and amplifies the value of participation within our vibrant community.



PAW SMART CONTRACT ADDRESSES

Besides initial liquidity, we coded our own contracts for both vesting and lock-up
periods

1) TokenPAWZONE Smart Contract URL:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x1aa51bc7eb181ce48ce626bf62f8956fa9555136

2) TokenVestingPAWZONE Smart Contract URL:
https://etherscan.io/address/0xa27fd14c0f063705e1150f180d8e0284ad458575

3) TokenLockerPAWZONE Smart Contract URL:
https://etherscan.io/address/0x2d9ff68f44ab6e81f8e1a21b0e9d8e0184e67dd7

BURN ADDRESS 
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead

INITIAL 50% BURN
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xfefb86e931d1ac706f55e956d6abfd66778b9ab50f847f0
a7f3276ea8b5c8a58

https://etherscan.io/token/0x1aa51bc7eb181ce48ce626bf62f8956fa9555136
https://etherscan.io/address/0xa27fd14c0f063705e1150f180d8e0284ad458575
https://etherscan.io/address/0x2d9ff68f44ab6e81f8e1a21b0e9d8e0184e67dd7
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xfefb86e931d1ac706f55e956d6abfd66778b9ab50f847f0a7f3276ea8b5c8a58


VESTINGS AND LOCK PERIODS

VESTING-1:
Name: Founder’s Wallet
Beneficiary: 0x49d80a4f6eB0468e8D1e1C810613322c7FAe9B9a
Start: Sunday, March 26, 2023 4:00:00 PM GMT
Duration: 25 months
Release Frequency: Every month
Amount: 50,000,000,000

VESTING-2:
Name: Treasury Funds Wallet
Beneficiary: 0x4AA3Cec39874C5bbE48F44eA571246f8356aBD5D
Start: Sunday, March 26, 2023 4:00:00 PM GMT
Duration: 6 months
Release Frequency: every month
Amount: 2,000,000,000

VESTING-3:
Name: Treasury Funds Wallet
Beneficiary: 0x4AA3Cec39874C5bbE48F44eA571246f8356aBD5D
Start: Wednesday, April 26, 2023 4:00:00 PM GMT
Duration: 23 month
Release Frequency: every month
Amount: 92,000,000,000

LOCKER-1:
Name: Rewards Wallet
Beneficiary: 0x7272ab029aaB52897b5D65c85E7ED825B25efC3D
Unlock Time: Wednesday, July 26, 2023 4:00:00 PM GMT
Amount: 50,000,000,000

LOCKER-2:
Name: Rewards Wallet
Beneficiary: 0x7272ab029aaB52897b5D65c85E7ED825B25efC3D
Unlock Time: Tuesday, September 26, 2023 4:00:00 PM GMT
Amount: 50,000,000,000



WAYS PAWZONE APPLICATIONS GO TOGETHER

Earn $PAW trading on Pawzaar -> Purchase NFTs on Pawzaar using the $PAW you've earned ->
Stake $PAW with your profits on PawFi

 
 

Earn $PAW trading on Pawzaar -> Level up in Shiba Inu GG -> Earn more $PAW for your
contributions Shiba Inu GG

 
 

Earn $PAW trading on Pawzaar -> Purchase NFTs on Pawzaar using the $PAW you've earned ->
Level up in Shiba Inu GG with your profits on PawFi

 
 

Earn $PAW contributing to Shiba Inu GG -> Level up in Shiba Inu GG -> Earn more $PAW for
your contributions

 
 

Earn $PAW contributing to Shiba Inu GG -> Purchase NFTs on Pawzaar using the $PAW you've
earned -> Level up in Shiba Inu GG with your profits on PawFi

 
 

Stake $PAW you purchased on PawFi -> Purchase NFTs on Pawzaar using the $PAW you've
earned -> Stake $PAW with your profits on PawFi

 
 

Stake $PAW you purchased on PawFi -> Level up in Shiba Inu GG with rewards -> Earn more
$PAW for your contributions in Shiba Inu GG

 
 

Stake $PAW you purchased on PawFi -> Purchase NFTs on Pawzaar using the $PAW you've
earned -> Level up in Shiba Inu GG with your profits on PawFi

 
 

Purchase NFTs on Pawzaar using the $PAW you've purchased -> Level up in Shiba Inu GG with
your profits on PawFi -> Earn more for your contributions in Shiba Inu GG

 
 
 

Every scenario would burn $SHIB and use $BONE for transactions



WAYS TO EARN PAW

The PawZone ecosystem aims to foster an engaging and rewarding experience for its
participants. As an integral part of this vision, the $PAW token serves as the primary
utility token, facilitating various activities and incentivizing user participation. There
are three key avenues for earning $PAW: participating in the guild, trading on
Pawzaar, and staking on PawFi.

Participating in the Guild
Shiba Inu Gaming Guild will offer numerous opportunities for users to contribute
their skills, knowledge, and time. By actively participating in guild-related activities
such as borrowing in-game assets to make income in play-to-earn games or
completing Shiba Inu GG tasks, users can earn $PAW as a reward. In-game profits
are converted to $PAW and distributed as a reward. This incentivizes engagement,
fosters community growth, and rewards the dedication of guild members.

Trading on Pawzaar
Pawzaar aims to be the designated NFT marketplace platform on Shibarium,
providing users with a secure and efficient marketplace for exchanging digital
assets. Our platform's marketplace enables users to seize trading opportunities by
earning $PAW based on their trading volumes and contributions to the ecosystem.

Staking or providing liquidity on PawFi
PawFi, the decentralized exchange within the PawZone ecosystem, presents users
with an opportunity to earn $PAW through staking and adding liquidity to the
liquidity pool. By staking their $PAW tokens and adding liquidity, users earn rewards
in the form of additional $PAW tokens. Staking on PawFi not only enables users to
earn passive income but also helps to enhance the overall liquidity and stability of
the ecosystem.

The PawZone ecosystem offers multiple avenues for users to earn $PAW tokens and
unlock the full potential of their participation. By actively participating in the guild,
trading on Pawzaar, and using PawFi, users can benefit from the numerous
incentives and rewards within the ecosystem while positively impacting the price.
These earning mechanisms promote engagement, community growth, and the overall
success of the PawZone ecosystem. With a focus on user-centric value creation,
PawZone aims to build a lively and sustainable ecosystem that rewards active
participation and fosters long-term value for its users.



PAWDAO

We at PawZone believe in the true incentive behind blockchain which is the ability to
put the power in the right hands, not those that take advantage of the system. The
PAWDAO will enable $PAW holders to be involved with vital decisions regarding the
future of PawZone. $PAW acts as our governance token and voting works
through a weighted system. Therefore, the more $PAW an individual holds, the
more say they will have in all future decisions. 

The role of PAWDAO, broadly speaking, is to increase user influence in web3 and let
$PAW holders have a say about the projects revolving around their community. We
want to give our community the power to influence decisions and incentivize active
participation. One of the ways in which this will be achieved is through growing
adoption of the PawZone brand by promoting and fostering our ecosystem of
projects. The community around the PAWDAO will also generate value in many other
ways we can't even fathom. That is, after all, the beauty of a DAO.
 
In order to ensure fair and secure decision-making, we have implemented a
combination of Snapshot and Multisig protocols. By utilizing Snapshot, we
provide a platform where participants can cast their votes on various matters. This
decentralized voting system allows everyone to have a voice and contribute to the
decision-making process. Additionally, by incorporating Multisig technology, we
enhance the integrity and reliability of the voting system. Through Multisig, multiple
authorized individuals or entities are required to validate and sign off on the final
outcome, thereby preventing any single point of failure or manipulation. By
combining the power of Snapshot and Multisig, we are able to factor in and consider
the votes of every participant, ensuring a transparent and inclusive decision-making
process.



Here is a list of the many incidences in which the PAWDAO plays a major part in key
decisions that will be voted on:

 Members should conduct thorough research and analysis before placing their vote.

Governance Proposals

 

Policy Changes

 

Project Proposals

 

Strategic Partnerships

 

Asset Management

 

Community Grants

 

Protocol upgrades

 

Community Initiatives

 

Application or Service Features

 

Curation, testing, and moderation

 

Guild asset purchases

 





Pawfi will be the platform to stake your $PAW tokens, provide liquidity, and
collect your rewards.

 
PawFi, the decentralized exchange within the PawZone ecosystem, presents users
with an opportunity to earn additional $PAW. By staking their $PAW tokens and
adding liquidity, users earn rewards in the form of additional $PAW tokens. Staking
on PawFi not only enables users to earn passive income but also helps to enhance
the overall liquidity and stability of the ecosystem.

We believe in pushing the boundaries of innovation and setting new standards.
That's why we are developing PawFi, our groundbreaking staking platform, from
the ground up, ensuring a unique and unparalleled user experience. Unlike many
other DeFi platforms that rely on forks, PawFi is built with meticulous attention to
detail, offering a custom-designed solution tailored specifically to the needs of our
community.

Furthermore, our commitment to originality and innovation sets PawFi apart from
the crowd. We have taken a fresh approach to DeFi staking, incorporating novel
features and functionalities such as a leveling system that allows you to earn higher
APY the longer you you do not take out your holdings. With a user-centric design,
PawFi offers intuitive interfaces, comprehensive analytics, and customizable
strategies, empowering our community to achieve their financial goals.

Of the 20% allocated for PawFi rewards, they will be further distributed as follows:

 
Staking 5% 

Liquidity 10%
Trading Rewards 5%

 

20% of the total PAW supply has been reserved for reward distribution on PawFi.
The LP receives 50% of the reserved mining rewards, while the single stake PAW
and Trading Rewards each receive 25%. A portion of every transaction fee on
Pawzaar and Shiba Inu GG will be reserved for continued rewards long after our
initial reserves have been distributed.

PAWFI



While we began with a PAW/ETH liquidity pool, we will soon introduce a
PAW/BONE liquidity pair to prepare for the upcoming layer 2 as this will be the
standard pair on Shibarium. PAW/SHIB, PAW/LEASH, and PAW/SHI pairs will
follow after in their respective timelines.

The single stake is for the PAW token, while the LPs are a PAW/ETH and
PAW/BONE trading pair. You will receive PAW passively for either methods. 

By staking your tokens, you contribute to the platform's security while being
rewarded with additional tokens. This incentivizes token holders to actively
participate in the ecosystem, earn passive income, and support the growth and
stability of the decentralized finance platform.

Additionally, you will be able to create the liquidity pairs and provide liquidity
directly on PawFi. Providing liquidity for a token on a DeFi platform involves
depositing a pair of tokens into a liquidity pool, enabling users to trade those
tokens. In return for providing liquidity, participants receive LP (Liquidity Provider)
tokens, representing their share of the pool. By holding these LP tokens in the pool,
individuals can earn APY (Annual Percentage Yield) in the token they provided
liquidity for, allowing them to passively earn additional tokens as a reward for
contributing to the liquidity of the platform. 

While PawFi will be a separate website, the liquidity pairs are derived from the
ShibaSwap liquidity pool to further support the Shiba Inu ecosystem. Furthermore,
we would love to end up as a woofable pair on ShibaSwap 2.0 and feel that the
chances are in our favor. 

We recognize that trust is the foundation of any successful DeFi platform, and
conducting a professional audit is an essential step towards building that trust. To
ensure the highest level of security, we are committed to conducting a
comprehensive third-party audit of our PawFi platform. This audit will be carried
out by a reputable and independent security firm that specializes in reviewing DeFi
protocols. By subjecting PawFi to a thorough assessment, we can identify and
address any potential vulnerabilities or weaknesses, ensuring that our users' funds
and information remain protected. 

The Dashboard serves as a comprehensive hub, providing macro analytics such as
total staked and total liquidity, while also keeping you updated on the emission



schedule. By staking your PAW tokens, you can earn APY (Annual Percentage
Yield) in return, unlocking rewards and maximizing your liquidity. The Liquidity
page ensures a transparent overview of your earnings, including daily and total
earnings, total SHIB burned, paw holdings, and the total amount claimable.

The earnings page will allow you to monitor and manage your activities on PawFi.
Here, you can track crucial metrics such as daily earnings, overall earnings, total
SHIB burned, paw holdings, and the total amount claimable. This comprehensive
overview ensures transparency and empowers users to stay informed about their
financial progress within the PawFi ecosystem.

To further support our users, each tab features an FAQ button, offering educational
resources and assistance for any questions or concerns you may have throughout
the process. With PawFi, you can confidently navigate the world of DeFi and
optimize your financial outcomes.

Initial liquidity program
 

On release, there will be an initial 2 week liquidity program where liquidity
providers can receive a higher APY: The process of receiving high rewards
for providing liquidity to the different pairs within the PawZone ecosystem.

Beyond our own applications, we envision PawFi to be tied to digital businesses,
jobs, and cash flow. Merchants selling products for PAW can stake their earnings
for an interest rate exceeding what people receive from banks.



BURN PORTAL



Get ready to burn your $PAW and $SHIB tokens for amazing rewards!
 

The PawZone burn portal allows users to permanently remove a certain amount of PAW and
SHIB from circulation. When tokens are burned, they are sent to an address from which they
can never be accessed again. This process reduces the total supply of the token, effectively
making each remaining token scarcer and potentially more valuable. A burn portal is beneficial
for several reasons. First, it will help create a deflationary environment for PAW and SHIB,
increasing their scarcity and potentially driving up their price. Second, it can instill confidence
in investors by demonstrating a commitment to reducing token supply and maintaining long-
term value. Finally, the burn portal will incentivize token holders by offering additional benefits
or rewards to those who participate in the burning process.

 
Through an array of enticing features such as the Top Burners Log, Raffle Giveaways,
Exclusive Events, and more, we offer an unparalleled opportunity for token holders to
unlock rewards. By burning $PAW and $SHIB tokens, participants contribute to the
ecosystem's sustainability while unlocking exclusive benefits.

Acknowledging the dedication and commitment of our community members, we proudly
present the Top Burners Log. This prestigious leaderboard showcases the names of the most
influential contributors, inspiring others to strive for greatness and be recognized for their
exceptional efforts.

To inject excitement and anticipation into our community, we will introduce captivating raffle
giveaways. By leveraging $PAW and $SHIB tokens, participants enter a world of chance, where
extraordinary prizes await. This alluring feature encourages active participation, fuels
camaraderie, and adds an element of surprise to our ecosystem.



We believe in creating unforgettable experiences for the Pawfighters. As a testament to this
commitment, we provide access to exclusive events such as VIP parties, meet-and-greets,
travel experiences, red carpet events, and many others. We will curate exclusive events that
provide unparalleled opportunities for connection, knowledge sharing, and collaboration.
Whether it's insightful panel discussions, workshops, or interactive sessions with industry
experts, these events enrich the community and foster meaningful relationships.

The amalgamation of the Top Burners Log, Raffle Giveaways, Exclusive Events, and everything
else our burn portal has to offer presents an extraordinary opportunity to earn rewards while
being an integral part of our rapidly growing community. We invite each participant to embark
on this thrilling opportunity, where collaboration, innovation, and community spirit intertwine to
shape a prosperous future.



PawZone offers numerous added utilities for Shiboshis so if you don't already
possess one, refrain from listing yours or acquire one. Engaging in trading activities
on Pawzaar with a Shiboshi presents the opportunity to receive bonus rewards.
Moreover, Shiboshi holders are granted extra missions to complete on Shiba Inu
GG, resulting in even more $PAW. Additionally, holding a Shiboshi grants you
complimentary access to the inaugural season pass on Shiba Inu GG. 

Take advantage of these perks and make the most out of PawZone's offerings by
grabbing or holding a Shiboshi.

SHIBOSHI UTILITIES



RAFFLES
Raffles are going to be conducted on Pawzaar, Shiba Inu GG, and the burn portal,
where your chance to win incredible prizes awaits. By purchasing raffle tickets with
either $PAW or $SHIB, depending on what currency is used to conduct the raffle,
you not only participate in the excitement but also contribute to the burning of
tokens. With 100% of the ticket sales directed to the respective burn address of the
chosen currency, we actively support the reduction of token supply. Whether it's
highly anticipated events like SuperBowl tickets, luxurious meetups, vacations, NFT
Con, or coveted NFT Whitelists, our raffles provide thrilling opportunities to
engage with our community while contributing to burns.

MOBILE VERSIONS
Pawzaar and Shiba Inu GG will come with a mobile app that will launch on both
iOS and Android. MORE ON THIS COMING SOON.



CONCLUSION

PawZone emerges as the vital catalyst for Shibarium's full potential, providing the
essential components necessary for its flourishing growth. With Pawzaar, Shiba Inu
GG, and PawFi working in perfect harmony, our team, is poised to deliver
exceptional results. By actively utilizing our applications, we empower the
ShibArmy and contribute to the overall prosperity of the Shiba Inu ecosystem.

We extend our heartfelt gratitude to those who have placed their trust in us as we
embark on this transformative journey. Together, as Ryoshi, we unite in our pursuit
of excellence, fostering an unwavering commitment to the Shiba Inu ecosystem's
safeguarding. With the Pawfighters standing steadfast, the possibilities for growth
and achievement know no bounds.

We hope that this Pawpaper has shed light on our mission, vision, and the
extraordinary potential that lies ahead.


